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In response to the FED's most recent letter raising two issues, the following explanation and plan of action is offered. 

 The first issue is an explanation for the difference between the cash on hand at the end of the 4th quarter 2008 as 

reported on the original filing and on the amended filing.  The difference is $75,254 cash on hand been the original and 

amended reports.  The difference is accounted for by several things including first the mistake on the amended return 

that lists $29,118 as the cash on hand as of 1/1/2008, and second, my failure to list all the individual contributions 

under$250 on the original report ($48,318).   This mistake occurred because I lost my original dataset/filing with 

complete numbers at about 2pm on Jan. 31, 2009, when I tried to upload it to file with the FEC (my first time filing 

electronically)  I then had to reenter all the data I could before the midnight filing deadline to file on time.  I of 

course enterd all the over $250 individual contributions first and included an estimated amount for under $250 

unidentified in the individual contributions list(wrong place)   For the amended returm, I entered each of the 

individual under $250 contributions which turned out to be much higher than on the original.  The discrepancy is further 

exacerbated by the fact that the 3rd quarter filing was a paper filing which figures are not pickedup or reflected on 

the 4th quarter filings, and according to FEC Tech Support, I must reenter all the data from the 3rd quarter 2008 

electronically and save it in my FECfile for it to aggregate with the 4th quarter.  I will do that and will filed a 2nd 

amended 4th quarter 2008 report(after Tech Support helps me download it from FEC.GOV and after I have electronically 

saved the 3rd quarter data.   2.  As to the second issue, the original 4th quarter filing lists the purpose/reason for 

each expenditure, and the amended 4th quarter filing lists the candidates for whom the expenditures were made, i.e. the 

Arlington Democratic ticket - federal and local, Obama, Biden, Mark Warner, Jim Moran, Barbara Favola for County Board 

and Emma Sanchez-Violand for School Board.  On the 2nd amended filing, both items will be listed for each expenditure  

S/Jean Crawford 7/9/09 


